SiClone

®

®

The
Solution
for Cutting
High-Nickel,
Chrome
and Other
Exotic
Alloys

SiClone Makes Short Work out
of Tough-to-Cut Alloys
The secret is in the design. SiClone has built-in features that
combine to help prevent work-hardening when cutting hightemperature alloys, which are prone to work-hardening.
SiClone is designed to work on virtually any bandsaw machine, and
will keep cutting even after the competition has quit!
®

The Professionals’ Edge™

SiClone

®

®

SiClone is made specifically for cutting exotic alloys—alloys prone to workhardening. It’s unique features all add up to a tooth edge that keeps on cutting,
even where other bimetal blades have failed. The combination of SiClone’s
unique tooth geometry and it’s 8% Cobalt high speed steel tooth tip are the secrets
to prolonged blade life.
Designed for constant feed and constant pressure
machines, SiClone is a user-friendly blade that will
work on virtually any bandsaw machine.
Cut
Stainless Steel, Inconel, D2, Monel, and all the Exotic
alloys all day long with SiClone.

SiClone—The Extra Edge!

Subject: Changes to downloadable publications on www.simondsinternational.com

Daryl,
SiClone is available in the following specifications:
As per our conversation, below are the changes that need to be made from items
Applications
on the web site, which you removed yesterday
service centers, proOverall two “catalogs” and ten “flyers” on the web site need to be updated to Steel
be in full
duction
compliance with ISO standards. The changes are either removing the out of date logoscutting
and replacing them with the ISO text box, or updating the existing text box with the ISO
Materials
9001:2008 reference.
Inconel, D2, stainless
Specifically, any logos as shown below in these publications need to be removed
steels, Monel, other exotic
alloys
No longer used

The ISO text box shown below needs to be updated
Change from this

QSR #104

Under “Product Catalogs”
Single
page bandsaw
catalog (already removed
The
Professionals’
Edge™
Remove logos from page 2
Below is a hand corrected example
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